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At TopBloc, our goal is to get your team up
and running with Workday quickly so you
can begin seeing the transformative impact
of the module on your organization.

With traditional deployment methods, it can
take up to 16 weeks to prepare your
Recruiting module to launch. But TopBloc
can get you ready for go-live in as few as 9
weeks by leveraging our SmartBundles tool.

SmartBundles provides a way for you to
begin your Workday Recruiting deployment
with a head-start. The tool allows for our
consultants to drag and drop pre-built
configurations that are already 80%
complete into your tenant – which enables
us to pass significant savings along to our
customers, reducing deployment costs by as
much as 40%!  

Built on the basis of our team’s years of
experience in configuring best practice
setups, we codified this expertise into the
SmartBundles tool so that it can be applied
again and again. This means that with
SmartBundles, you’re able to expedite your
deployment process by leveraging pre-
constructed configurations that have been
proven successful for many clients that have
come before you – and still have the
flexibility to tailor your setup to suit your
organization’s unique needs and goals
before the module is finalized. TopBloc's
team even remains involved after go-live to
continue optimizing the module. We provide
you with a built-in roadmap for future
feature enhancements at launch!

FAST TRACK YOUR PATH TO 
WORKDAY RECRUITING
Streamline your team's job requisition process by partnering with
TopBloc on our proven, accelerated launch of Workday Recruiting.
Develop an end-to-end solution that makes it simple to find,
engage, and select the best candidates to join your organization.

GO LIVE ON RECRUITING FASTER
WITH TOPBLOC & SMARTBUNDLES

SIMPLIFY & SYNERGIZE YOUR HR BUSINESS PROCESSES BY
ADDING RECRUITMENT TO YOUR EXISTING WORKDAY SOLUTION

Built on Workday's core global foundation, Workday Recruiting enables you
to unify your organization's people-centric software systems while elevating
your business processes. You'll gain access to strategic insight by combining
recruitment with other aspects of your business, such as workforce planning
and compensation, while your employees experience a cohesive and
intentional HRIS system from the moment they apply to join your company.

Workday's Recruiting Hub establishes a centralized location for your team to
assess their progress on hiring. The recruiting dashboard consolidates
candidate information, reports, and actionable tasks in one location,
providing your HR team with quick and easy access to all relevant information
related to filling open positions.

Ready to start recruiting with Workday? Contact TopBloc today!

Preparing
Determine job requirements,
open role & create job posting.

Sourcing
Review internal talent & source
external candidates.

Screening
Review resumes, schedule &
conduct initial phone screenings.

Selecting
Conduct interviews & assessments
to determine fit. Review &
compare candidates.

Hiring
Perform reference check
& other necessary
screenings. Extend offer.


